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Strip Packing Machine
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Description

Strip pack machines are frequently used in pharmacies for pills and tablets, for food such as
chocolates, effervescent tablets, Altapharma and other units, dose packings such as throat
lozenge, honey lozenge, and for consumer items such as mosquito-repellent incense mat and
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electric mosquito mat.

The  strips  pack  meets  the  moisture-proof  and  light-proof  packaging  requirements  by
employing Alu/Alu or plastic/plastic film material. Strip packing machines are designed to
handle a wide variety of goods with exceptional precision and at rates of up to 2400 units
per minute. The products exit the hopper and are routed through a stainless steel feeding
system to sealing roller chambers, where laminated foils are taken from two rollers packs
and seal the products in a continuous strip. The strip is then routed through vertical and
horizontal cutter assembly to produce the necessary strip package sizes. Strip Packing
Machine Appropriate for Strip combines a diverse selection of products into a single, readily
dispensable strip while maintaining economy and efficiency.

High Quality product for use in Pharmaceutical Industry and Laboratory. Following is made
in compliance with International Quality Standards and are manufactured using high-grade
components and materials. 
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Strip Packing Machine, 4 Tracks                    Catalog No.  101251 (A)

Strip Packing Machine, 6 Tracks                    Catalog No.  101251 (B)

Strip Packing Machine, 8 Tracks                    Catalog No.  101251 (C)

Strip Packing Machine, 10 Tracks                  Catalog No.  101251 (D)

Strip Packing Machine, 12 Tracks                  Catalog No.  101251 (E)

Disclaimer

The Products details given on this page are indicative in nature and JAPSON reserves the right to change
them without prior notice. Buyer is also requested to re-check the specifications and other features of
product at the time of order as product development is a continuous process and minor modifications may
be made to design based on latest availability, process and design.
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